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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, ALBERT H. DE WoE, a
citizen of the United States, residing at
Westfield, in the county of Union and State
of New Jersey, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Feeding Mech
anisms for Sewing-Machines, of which the
following is a specification, reference being
had therein to the accompanying drawings.
0 This invention relates to sewing machines
and has for an object to provide an im
proved and simplified feeding mechanism
therefor of the so-called four-motion type.
The present improvement, while of general
5 utility, is particularly adapted for use in
a tube-forming sewing machine having a
hollow, cylindrical, work-supporting arm
within and longitudinally of which the
feeding mechanism extends.
In the present instance the feeding mech
20 anism
which I have devised is shown applied
to
the
workdisclosed
supporting
a machineap-of
the type
in arm
my of
co-pending

plication Serial No. 873,872, filed November

25, 1914, of which the present application
is a division, and preferably comprises a
tubular rock-lever mounted upon a fixed
fulcrum within the work-supporting arm
and having journaled therein lengthwise
30 thereof a slide-bar sustaining the feed-dog.
The rock-lever and slide-bar have inde
pendent connections with an eccentric-strap
embracing a driving eccentric on the main
shaft. These connections are so devised that
35 the single driving eccentric will impart
properly timed work-advancing and rising
and-falling movements, to the feed-dog.
In the accompanying drawings forming a
part of the specification, Figure 1 is a view,
40 partly in section, of the work-supporting.
arm of a tube-forming sewing machine,
showing the improved feeding mechanism
in side elevation. Fig. 2 is a plan view of
the same. Fig. 3 is a reverse side elevation,
45 partly in section, of the feeding mechanism
shown in Fig. 1.
As represented in the drawings, the frame
comprises the hollow upright standard 1
sustaining at its upper end the lateral arm
50 comprising the tubular member 2 terminat
ing in the downwardly inclined extension 3
connected with the top of the horizontal
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from. At the junction of the extension 3 55

with the member 4 is a cavity 5 for housing
certain of the operative parts, this cavity
being partially closed by means of the end
cap 6, shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1.
The outer or free end portion of the work
supporting member 4 is connected with the
intermediate frame member 2 by means of a
contracted portion 7 and carries a post 8
supporting one end of a throat-plate 9 pro
vided with the usual needle and feed-dog
apertures. The throat-plate 9 extends some
distance in front of the presser-foot 10, as
shown in Fig. 1, and serves to partially
close the upper part of the work-supporting
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member 4.
Mounted within the intermediate frame 70

member 2 is the main shaft 11 having

secured thereon at its outer end, the actuat
ing eccentric 12 for imparting operative
movements to the needles and the feeding
mechanism.
Secured upon the inner face of the end
cap 6 by means of the screw 13 is a fulcrum
stud 14 disposed above the work-supporting
member and near its junction with the in
termediate frame member 2. Mounted upon
the stud 14 is the hub 15 of the needle-carry
ing lever 16 which carries at its outer end
a needle-clamp 17 which in practice carries
two eye-pointed needles 18 coöperating with
the loop-takers 19 in the production of
stitches. The hub 15 of the needle-lever 16
is formed with the rearwardly extending
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boss 20 sustaining the pin 21 which is slid
ingly fitted within a tangential socket or
aperture in the boss 22 formed on the lower 90
side of the sleeve or eccentric strap 23 which
is in turn fitted upon the actuating eccentric
12 on the main-shaft. The needle-arm 16
derives, from the described pin-and-socket
connection with the sleeve or eccentric 95.
strap 23, vibratory movements from which
the needles 18 derive their reciprocations.
The hub of the needle-lever 16 has upon
one side a rearward extension 24 to which is
pivotally connected one end of a link 25 OC
- whose opposite end is similarly connected
with the rearwardly extending arm of a
rock-lever 26 mounted upon the fixed
transverse fulcrum-pin 27 and formed with
a longitudinally extending tubular portion 103

work-supporting member 4 depending there 28 disposed above the fulcrum-pin. 'Slid
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ingly fitted within the member 28 is the follower element deriving movement from
said driving member, a feed-dog mounted
to perform rising-and-falling and feed-and

tubular-bar 29 constituting the supporting
shank of the feed-dog 30.
Secured by means of a set-screw 31 within

return movements at the free end of said
a socket in the forward end of the slide work-arm,
and separate lines of connections
bar 29 is one end of a flexible rod or link between
said follower element and said feed
32 whose opposite end is secured within the

70

for imparting to the latter the compo
rocking-stud pin 33 mounted upon the ad dog
nents
of its feeding motion, said connec
justable block 34 fitted within a lateral re tions extending
10 cess in the said rock-lever 35. The lever 35 said work-arm. lengthwise of and within 75
isriedmounted
upon the fulcrum-stud 86 car 2. In a sewing machine, in combination, a
by the cap-plate 6. The block 34 is frame
a supporting standard
mounted for adjustment toward and from and an comprising
elongated,
hollow,
work-supporting
the fulcrum 36 and is secured in position
5 by means of the screw 37 passing through arm free at one end and at its opposite end
joined to said supporting standard, a rock 80
an elongated slot in the lever 36 and tapped lever
mounted within said work-arm, a feed
in the said block 34 which may obviously be dog slidingly
on said rock-lever
adjusted by loosening the screw 37, shift and adapted tomounted
operate at the free end of
ing
the
block
and
retightening
said
screw.
20 The upwardly extending arm of the lever said work-arm, a driving shaft, an eccen
mounted actuating element, a fol 85
35 is formed as a slide-pin 38 which is fitted trically
lower
element
coöperating therewith, an op
within a lateral tubular boss or socket 39 erative connection
between said follower
of a collar 40 embracing the shouldered element and said rock-lever
raising and
crank-pin 41 which is secured in the split lowering said feed-dog, andfor
a link-connec
25 boss 42 of the eccentric strap 23.
between said follower element and said 90
From its described connections, the feed tion
feed-dog
imparting feed-and-return
dog receives its to-and-fro or work-advanc movementsfor
to the latter.
ing
from the sleeve or eccentric 3. In a sewing machine, in combination,
strapmovements
23
while
tilting movements are im
SO parted to the rock-lever 26, and hence ris a frame including a standard formed with
an intermediate supporting member and a 95
ing-and-falling movements are communi work-arm
free at one end and at its opposite
cated to the feed-dog 30, by the link connec
joined to said intermediate member, a
tion 25 of the rock-lever 26 with the needle end
arm 16, which in turn derives its operative driving shaft extending within and length
S5 movements from the described pin-and wise of said intermediate member, an actu
ating eccentric mounted upon said shaft, a 100
socket connection with the eccentric strap follower
embracing said eccentric, a
23. Hence the reciprocating movements of feed-lift element
lever extending lengthwise of said
the needles and both the work - advancing work-arm,
a feed-dog slidingly mounted
and rising-and-falling movements of the
40 feed-dog are derived from the common ac upon said lever, a connection with said fol
lower for rocking said lever, and a link con 05
tuating element 12 upon the shaft 10. The nection
between said follower and said feed
proper relative timing of these component dog
for sliding the latter on said lever.

motions of the feed-dog is secured by ar
ranging
the pins 21 and 38, together with
45 their sockets, at a large angle to one an
other, in the neighborhood of 90° as shown
in Fig. 3, so that while one pin is at the end
of its stroke the other pin is near the middle
of
its stroke. The arrow, Fig. 3, indicates
50
the direction of rotation of the shaft 11.
While the present improvement is de
scribed herein in its preferred form, it is

4. In a sewing machine, the combination

with a rotary shaft and an actuating eccen
tric mounted thereon, of feeding mechanism
'comprising a rock-lever mounted upon a
fixed fulcrum, a slide-bar journaled therein
transversely to said fulcrum and sustaining
a feed-dog, an eccentric strap embracing said
eccentric and formed with a socket, a rock
ing member having a pin slidingly fitted
withinoperatively
said socket
of said eccentric strap
evident that it may be materially modified and
connected with said rock
in
the
construction
and
arrangement
of
its
55 component parts within the scope of the ap lever, and an operative connection between
said eccentric strap and said slide-bar car
pended claims.

Having thus set forth the nature of the
invention, what I claim herein is:1. In a sewing machine, in combination, a
60 frame comprising a standard and an elon
gated, hollow work-supporting arm free at
one end and at its opposite end joined to
said standard, a main-shaft, a driving mem
ber mounted eccentrically thereof at the end
85

of said twork-arm opposite the free end, a

rying the feed-dog.

5. In a sewing machine, the combination
With a rotary shaft and an actuating eccen
tric mounted thereon, of feeding mechanism
comprising a rock-lever mounted upon a
fixed fulcrum, a slide-bar journaled therein
transversely of said fulcrum and sustaining
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aeccentric
feed-dog,and
an formed
eccentricwith
strapa embracing
said
socket, a rock

ing member having a pin slidingly fitted

30
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within said socket of the eccentric strap
and operatively connected with said rock
lever, a socket-member pivotally sustained
by said eccentric strap, a vibratory lever
mounted upon a fixed fulcrum and having
fitted within said pivotally
amounted
pin digy
socket-member, and a connection
between said feed-dog carrying slide-bar
and said vibratory lever.
0. 6. In a sewing machine, the combination
with a rotary shaft and an actuating eccen
tric mounted thereon, of feeding mechanism
'comprising a rock-lever mounted upon a
fixed fulcrum, a slide-bar journaled therein
5 transversely to said fulcrum and sustaining

a feed-dog, an eccentric strap embracing said

eccentric and formed with a socket, a rock

ing member having a pin sidingly fitted
within said socket of the eccentric strap 20
and operatively connected with said rock
lever, a socket-member pivotally sustained
by said eccentric strap, a vibratory lever
mounted
upon afitted
fixedwithin
fulcrumsaid
and pivotally
E; 8,
pin
slidingly
mounted socket-member, and a connection 25
between said feed-dog carrying slide-bar

and said vibratory lever adjustable toward
and from the fulcrum of the latter.
In testimony whereof, I have signed my
name to this specification.

ALBERT H. DEVOE.

